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Manager Notes: Share personal experiences about how you closed a sale because you built rapport. Let 
the sales reps know that building rapport will not only help with the sale but also with future sales. Sales 
reps need to name drop and have information about the potential customer, as a friend would have (softball 
team, where they work, hobbies, etc.).

Building rapport and using effective body language go hand in hand. The purpose of great body language is to 
communicate with customers in a way that will help them understand our service and feel comfortable with 
you. This is building rapport and extremely important in the sales process.

Two studies done have suggested that 93% of our communication is nonverbal! A sale is not all about what you 
say, but how you say it. T he actual words you speak in conversation account for only a portion of the message 
you convey to the listener. T he majority of the message is conveyed through nonverbal communication. The 
success of every other skill in this manual is built upon the foundation of nonverbal communication.

Nonverbal communication is simply communication transmitted through body language. It is often the 
message conveyed beyond words. You send nonverbal messages by the way you stand, the way you use 
your eyes, the way you shuffle your feet and even the gestures you make with your mouth. The way you dress 
is also another way you communicate to customers. During a sales presentation your words may say one 
thing while your nonverbal communication says something completely different . For example, you might say, 
“This is the best service you will find and with the discount I’m offering it is well worth it,” while you’re nervous 
body movements, shuffling feet, shifty eyes and timid facial expression often send a more powerful overriding 
message. Nonverbal messages will often make or break the sale. Remember, it may not matter what you 
say but how you say it. You should communicate maturity, confidence and professionalism with your body 
language. Good uses of body language combined with the words spoken in your pitch will strengthen one 
another. True confidence is conveyed to the listener not only through your words, but also through your body 
language.

It is extremely important to BE YOURSELF; you must be comfortable on the doors. If you are awkward, the 
customer will sense your nervousness. Be charming during your door approach, use mild hand gestures, use 
visual aids and get the customer to focus on you and your product. Get the customer to laugh! Make a joke 
or two; it will help to break the ice and get both you and the customer comfortable. Having a look of disgust 
as you talk about bugs is an effective strategy. Avoid slouching, shuffling your feet, or any other behavior that 
conveys boredom or uncertainty. Most importantly, SMILE. This is the most important and effective of all 
non-verbal communication. Make a smile part of every door approach.

Mirror
Not only do you have to be aware of your own body language, but throughout the sale you should be paying 
close attention to the customers’ body language. Customers will be sending you messages with their body 
language throughout the entire sale. Pay attention to how they are standing, sitting, their facial expressions, 
their body movements, etc. The customers will often tell you that they are not interested in the service, yet 
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they are still standing there in front of you ready to listen to more of your pitch. Signs that they could be 
feeling this way are shifty feet or eyes rolling back as if saying, “get on with it so I can get you off the porch.” 
It’s true that most people don’t want to be sold, but they do want to buy! Throughout life we learn quickly how 
nonverbal communication affects our lives. For the most part, we know when people are angry or sad. We 
also know when someone is interested in a particular item or conversation, and when they are not.

By paying attention to these signs, we can use them to our advantage and turn conversations to where we 
want by mirroring. It is important that customers feel comfortable around us. Most people feel comfortable 
around people like them (same hobbies, thoughts, interests). Once you have noticed how customers are 
standing, stand exactly like them. If they are sitting, sit next to them. If they are folding their arms, fold your 
arms. T his will send a message that you have something in common. T his will also tell them that you are in 
a comfortable stance, helping them feel a little more at ease. You do need to make sure as you mirror them 
you do it smoothly. If they move, don’t instantly move with them; wait a few seconds and then move to their 
new position. If you feel like customers know what you are doing and are weirded out by it, stop doing it. T he 
more you practice this, the easier and more natural your body will automatically do it.

Throughout your summer, you will see firsthand how body language affects every sale. It is important to 
master this art if you strive to become a great salesperson.

1.16b

Poor Body Language
Shifty eyes
Fidgety hands
Shuffling feet
Any quick or jerky movements
Timid facial expressions
Looking down
Slouching
Squaring shoulders to the customer

Positive Body Language
Standing sideways while talking to the customer
Using mild hand gestures
Using continuous eye contact, breaking only to point to something.
Nodding your head up and down as you speak
Straight posture
Mirroring the customer
Standing 3-6 feet away from the door after ringing the doorbell.
Smiling

It is very important to control the tone and pitch of your voice during a sales presentation. This will help 
you maintain the customers’ attention and the longer they listen the more likely they are to buy. Just like 
with body language, you should communicate maturity, confidence and professionalism with the tone of 
your voice. It is critical to use confidence in your communication. Meta-verbal means “about verbal”. Meta-
verbal communication includes tone, pitch and voice fluctuations. You need to communicate confidence. 
The customers will respect what you have to say if you are calm and speak confidently. Speaking with 
mature confidence will gain customers’ trust and they will see you as a professional worthy of their attention. 
Remember, being confident and communicating confidence are two important aspects of selling.  Confidence 
does not come from the words you use but from the meta-verbal messages you do or do not send. These 
messages are sent through your tone, pitch, and voice fluctuation.
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Read the Customer
If you are talking to an elderly person, obviously, you will be more effective using a different tone than if you 
would use with a young businessman. As you get tired, it gets harder and harder to control your tone. Always 
be conscious of your tone. You can use tone and pitch to express genuine appreciation for the customers’ 
concerns.

Stutter, Repeat Words
As you watch the different sales videos in this pitch, you will notice a few things. One is that there is no perfect 
pitch. Each time I say my pitches, they will be almost identical but slightly different. What I do is know the 
pitch, not memorize it. If you memorize the pitches and rebuttals, you will sound fake and the customer will 
know it. Once again, be yourself. If we wanted a robot to sell the customer, we would have one call them on the 
phone to get all the sales we could handle for the summer which would save us a lot of money. Fortunately, 
that would not be effective. Unless you are talking to someone that is a scientist or similar to, don’t use big 
words. Remember, you are the bug guy so relax. Talk like you would any of your friends. Don’t get too detailed 
in the sale unless you need to as you rebuttal. Explain the service so that an 8 year old would understand it; 
then simplify it more and talk like a real person.

Agree with the Customer
When you first approach customers, they will often have a guard up and are planning to disagree on whatever 
you say. If you start agreeing with what customers say, this will confuse them and they will start to see you as 
something different than just a salesperson because you just jumped to their side. If a customer says, “I don’t 
think I need a pest company; I can just do it myself”, you can respond, “Yes you’re 100% right; you can spray 
yourself and actually be very successful on killing them around the front porch. The main problem everyone 
has been having is with the nesting sites in the yard though. Right now you have the cycle where the insects 
hatch, they come in, you spray, they hatch, they come in, you spray. What we do to stop that…”.

Agree with the customer to get on his side, make him happy and get him to listen. Then let him know of an 
issue around the home so that he can return the favor and start to move toward your side. This technique 
will give you the opportunity to get their trust and attention in order to help them see the value in the service.

If a customer says, “Isn’t it impossible to kill scorpions?” , you can respond, “That’s a great question which 
most people have. It’s a horrible rumor that it is impossible to kill scorpions. You do have to use special product 
for them because they are built to last with their hard shell, but we 100% can kill them. The way the granules 
take care of them is by scratching up their exoskeleton and injecting the product which will dehydrate and kill 
the scorpion if it stays on your property. Most of the time it will just run back to where it came from quick. The 
reason that rumor is around is because a full granule system is not very common and is a unique service we 
offer every time we come out.”

As you can see in the videos the customer gave me a concern and I complimented and agreed with him on 
how good of a concern that is. I then showed him what we do and why he needs our service.
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1.16c

Personalize the Sale
As you’re explaining the service, explain it in a way that makes customers feel as if they already gave you 
permission to spray the house and you’re just going through it, painting the picture for them. This will make 
them feel like you are protecting them and they will feel at ease as they visualize what you are doing for 
them. This will make it a lot easier for them to say yes as you close. We’re going to sweep away all the spider 
webs around the corner HERE (point to a specific spot) as well as around the entire house and garage.

We’re going to spray 3 feet up and 3 feet out all around YOUR home. We’re going to lay down granules in YOUR 
yard: front, side and back. We’re going to go under all YOUR bathroom and kitchen sinks.

“That’s a sweet car. Did you restore it yourself?” “I know this is off subject, but your landscaping in your yard is 
amazing! Did you do it yourself?” “That’s a big garden, What do you grow?” “Your kids are super cute. I have a 
couple about that age. Is he or she talking, crawling, walking?”

(If I see a bunch of words on the wall from a Circuit machine, I start looking for signs that they might be LDS 
such as pictures, certain sayings, modest clothing.) “I love this home. It really reminds me of my mom’s with 
all the sayings on the wall. Sorry, I know this is a weird question but are you LDS?”

“That is the cutest dog! How old is it? Is it full grown?”

Find Something in Common
Whenever possible, it is a good idea to find something in common or strike up a side conversation about 
something you can tell the customer is passionate about. Another great time to use questions like these is if 
the sale is going south. You will want to redirect the sale by changing the subject and by building rapport. Help 
them see you as a person instead of a salesperson. Now that you’re friends, get back to the sale and close.

Post Sale
After the sale is made there are some things you can do to guarantee the service will take place and also 
sell many more. Take a few minutes to really become friends with the customers and talk to them like 
you already are established friends. By doing this, you will help them feel like they’ve just made the right 
decision. It will also give you a chance to help them understand everything that will happen and explain in 
a more casual way the things they were first worried about. Try to get referrals from your sales. You can 
offer discounts to customers when they give referrals. If a customer knows a neighbor who has expressed 
interest in pest control, it will only maximize your time. If he does have referrals, ask, “Could you call them 
right now while I still have time slots?” If the customer cannot get ahold of the referral, get the name and 
number and call the referral yourself that evening. Be sure to tell the referral you’re calling for the person 
you sold. As soon as you remember to do this and do it well, you’ll have single sales turning into three, four 
or five. A good friend will always take the advice of another.


